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For their own imperial experience, especially in the conquest and administra-

tion of the lands bordering the eastern Mediterranean, roman rulers drew 

upon the legacy of their predecessors in the region: the kings of Macedon 

and their heirs. This short essay is focused upon a hitherto unexplored role of 

Philip II’s palace at aegae as a possible source of inspiration for the operation, 

in Greek lands, of the roman ‘constitutional monarchy’ of the first emperors. 

Palace and government

Much is known of the fascination of roman generals and emperors with 

the image of alexander the Great, but the influence of Macedonian palatial 

architecture on roman imperial public buildings has attracted less attention. 

concluding a wide-ranging architectural survey of a range of Hellenistic royal 

palaces, the danish scholar Inge nielsen pointed to roman public, as well 

as private buildings that had adopted Hellenistic palatial features – theatres, 

fountains, libraries and the imperial halls whose walls were filled with framed 

marble images of members of the imperial family set among deities or per-

sonifications of personal virtues.1 nielsen rightly insisted on understanding 

the Hellenistic palace as an architectural expression of the ruler’s relationship 

to his or her subjects. she drew an important distinction between the ‘national 

monarchy’ of the earlier kings of Macedon, most notably Philip II, and the 

‘personal monarchies’ of alexander and his successors.2 The former’s palace at 

aegae was, if a separate, elevated unit, clearly part of the city plan (fig. 259). In 

contrast, alexander and his successors tended to occupy larger, self-contained 

palaces set on islands or in areas of the city that could easily be closed off from 

the populace in times of insecurity.  

 exploring the political relationship between Philip II and his subjects, the 

historian Miltiades Hatzopoulos has shown how Macedonian cities had already 

adopted some democratic institutions from athens and its northern Greek 

territories.3 a key quality of a successful constitutional ruler is accessibility: 

 From basileion to kaisareion: the Roman 
heritage of Philip’s palace at Aegae

Susan Walker

Fig. 258 detailed plan of the 
palace at aegae 
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libraries, club rooms, gardens, propylaia, courtyards under the open sky 
and provided with everything that could contribute to value and beauty.

 Though the silver, gold and objects of value and beauty have long since 

disappeared from the site, all of the alexandrian enclosure’s architectural fea-

tures – porticoes, libraries, club rooms (if they may be equated to the banquet-

ing suites that were such a striking feature of the palace at aegae), gardens, 

propylaia, courtyards under the open sky, and indeed a sanctuary to Heracles, 

the legendary ancestor of the Macedonian royal family – have been recognised 

in the excavations of the Palace of Philip II at aegae (fig. 258).5 The kaisareion 

at alexandria has not been excavated, though its urban location is certain. 

similar projects were begun by caesar at antioch, now in south-east turkey, 

and in athens (see below). This style of building was also adopted in rome, a 

city also transformed by the experience of empire. 

Kaisareia: Cyrene

after octavian (later augustus) conquered egypt in the aftermath of the 

battle of actium, fought against antony and cleopatra off the western coast of 

Greece in 31 bc, another kaisareion was constructed in the city of cyrene, now 

in eastern libya, by the roman army commander Marcus sufenas Proculus 

with later work by Gaius rubellius Blandus.6 Here a large open enclosure of 

Philip II was praised for his personal interest in his own community (Plutarch, 

Demosthenes, 42.6), while alexander was judged remote, having learned ori-

ental royal habits (Phylarchos, Early Greek Historians 81, Fragment 41; aelian, 

Historical Miscellany 9.3). 

 In this respect the later designation of the first roman emperor augustus 

as princeps rei publicae restitutae (first citizen of the restored republic) is sig-

nificant. The title suggests the accessibility of the emperor to his subjects, but 

in practice the princeps received vast numbers of delegations and individual 

petitions, ruled over huge swathes of territory, and could not be everywhere 

at once. This is why imperial portrait statues had such great significance, in 

rome as in distant provinces acting as surrogates for the imperial person – we 

are told, for example, of petitions for justice and clemency nailed to a statue of 

Julius caesar in his forum at rome.4 Imperial activities such as the dispensing 

of justice and the regulation of market prices were managed at a distance from 

the centre of empire by imperially appointed delegates operating in recognis-

ably roman buildings.

 to romans conquering Greek lands in the later centuries of the republic, 

or maintaining the eastern frontier in the later empire, alexander the Great 

offered a military model of vision, purpose and lasting glory. However, in the 

years following the establishment of the augustan peace in 27 bc, the more 

consensual monarchy of alexander’s father, Philip, suggested a viable model 

of how to rule in peacetime. and it was the form of Philip’s palace, not his 

personal image or his name, that apparently inspired a type of early impe-

rial roman building whose role might loosely be described as ‘connecting the 

roman emperor to his Greek subjects’ – there is much scholarly debate on the 

exact nature of these structures.

Kaisareia: Alexandria

one roman building not listed by nielsen as heir to the Hellenistic palace 

style is the kaisareion (latin caesareum), of which the alexandrian prototype 

begun by Julius caesar and completed, after his assassination in 44 bc, by the 

last Ptolemaic ruler of egypt, caesar’s lover cleopatra VII, is vividly described 

by Philo, de legatione ad Gaium 22, 150–1 (an address to the roman emperor 

caligula, ad 37–41): 

Temples, propylaia (monumental gateways), sanctuaries, porticoes bear 
witness thereof, so that all cities, be they old or new, which display mag-
nificent works, are surpassed in beauty and grandeur by the kaisareia, and 
above all by the kaisareion in Alexandria. No sanctuary is comparable 
to the so-called sebasteion, the temple dedicated to Caesar Epibaterios, 
opposite the harbours with safe anchorages, built to a great height, of a 
very great size, very conspicuous and being such that nothing like it exists 
anywhere else. It is full of paintings and sculptures and decorated all round 
with silver and gold. It is a very large enclosure adorned with porticoes, 

Fig. 259 Philip II’s palace within 
the plan of aegae – buildings 
excavated so far are shown in 
yellow. all other buildings are 
imaginary
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A new market for Athens

In athens, caesar pledged funds to build a new market, which was not actu-

ally constructed until the reign of augustus, because of the city’s vacillating 

relations with caesar and other powerful romans in a protracted period of 

bitter civil war. like the caesareum at cyrene, this was an open court, almost 

square in plan and edged with a colonnade, with two elaborate propylaia dedi-

cated to the city’s patron goddess, athena, the ruling emperor augustus and 

his grandson, lucius caesar, and the city’s patron goddess, athena Archegetis 
(figs. 263–64). The ‘roman agora’ clearly served as a market, with evidence 

from the Hadrianic era for imperial regulation of the prices of fish and oil. 

ATHENS

O 50m

almost square plan, probably converted from a Hellenistic gymnasium, was 

entered by two grand propylaia (figs. 260–62). In the reign of the emperor 

nero (ad 54–68) a basilica was constructed on its north side. Under nero’s 

Flavian successors the basilica was used to dispense justice. This building was 

certainly a priority for the roman imperial authorities to reconstruct at their 

expense after the disastrous Jewish revolt of ad 115/16. In the following years 

a temple to the god dionysus was erected in the open courtyard, and a statue 

of Hadrian was set up in the basilica’s apse, but it is not known where, if any-

where within the precinct, the earlier emperors were venerated. In cyrene, as 

in athens, the old Greek civic agora took on a religious aspect, while some, at 

least, of its administrative functions appear to have moved to the kaisareion. 

The text of an inscription found in the basilica attests regulation of the activi-

ties of businessmen. 

CYRENE

O 50m

Fig. 260 Plan of the caesareum 
(right) and the old agora (left) 
at cyrene

Fig. 261 The caesareum at 
cyrene (view from the south)

Fig. 262 detail showing the 
latin inscription above the 
monumental entrance

Fig. 263 Plan of the ‘roman’ 
(right) and ‘old’ agoras (left) at 
athens

Fig. 264 View of the gate of 
athena Archegetis at the west 
end of the roman agora at 
athens. to the right, the edict 
of Hadrian regulating the sale of 
oil and fish
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Michael Hoff has argued for the presence of a sebasteion (a sanctuary for 

worshipping the emperors) within an open basilica to the east of the market, 

dedicated to athena and augustus’ successors in the middle years of the first 

century ad.7 In the second century ad, the emperor Hadrian added a second 

enclosure of similar, if more elaborate design, immediately to the north. This 

provided the cultural delights of libraries, gardens and club rooms enumerated 

by Philo in his description of the kaisareion at alexandria and missing from 

the earlier market. The most immediate inspiration for the design of Hadrian’s 

library is to be found in rome, in the Forum of Peace.

A new market for Ephesus

In the wealthy city of ephesus in the roman province of asia (western turkey), 

a huge colonnaded enclosure was built, its square plan reflected in its modern 

name of ‘tetragonal agora’ (fig. 265–66). like the buildings in cyrene and 

athens, this too had a commercial function. It was entered via an elaborately 

decorated gate mimicking a roman triumphal arch and was originally intended 

for processional use. The gate was dedicated to augustus by Mithridates and 

Mazaeus, two wealthy former slaves of the imperial family. statues of augustus, 

livia and tiberius were erected upon it, just as the gate at athens bore an 

image of the emperor’s heir lucius caesar, set up by the athenian people. In 

ephesus as in cyrene and athens, the ‘old agora’ became a ‘heritage centre’, the 

focus of expressions of devotion to the new regime. 

Shared features with Philip’s palace at Aegae

The kaisareion at alexandria, as described by Philo, seems particularly close to 

the palace of Philip at aegae in its provision of various features and functions. 

some distinctive early imperial constructions in key cities in the Greek east 

share a number of these features: 

an almost square plan of approximately 100m (the tetragonal agora at •	
ephesus is notably larger, but ephesus was built on the grand scale); rooms 

opening off an open, colonnaded court 

imposing entrances via one or more monumental gates •	
an intrusive appearance within the pre-existing urban plan•	
a distance or sense of separateness from the rest of the city: the imperial •	
roman structures had no immediate street link to earlier Greek agoras 

some religious function associated with the ruling power•	
some provision of functions formerly associated with the Greek civic agora, •	
such as the dispensation of justice, and/or regulation of prices and trading 

of commodities and goods

in athens, the later addition of the ‘twin’ library given to the city by Hadrian •	
complements the functional market to offer a closer approximation of the 

range of features and functions of the Macedonian royal palace.

EPHESUS

O 50m

Fig. 266 View of the gate of 
Mithridates and Mazaeus from 
the agora of ephesus

Fig. 265 Plan of the tetragonal 
(left) and old agoras (right) at 
ephesus
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 essentially, the functional enclosures of the early empire delivered roman 

oversight of matters formerly administered locally, while offering local citizens 

a link with the distant emperor and an opportunity to honour him and his 

family. 

 even in late antiquity these enclosures were valued by the imperial authori-

ties and their local agents: for example, in athens the ‘roman agora’ and 

Hadrian’s library were included in a defensive system built under Probus in 

the later third century ad. In contrast, the old athenian agora was not only 

excluded but deliberately plundered for construction material. 

From Macedon to Rome via Egypt

The kaisareia and early imperial markets have appeared to me, as to many 

other students of roman architecture in the Greek east, to be roman intruders 

in a Greek urban landscape. nonetheless, inspiration for their design may be 

sought at aegae, in the palace expressing the workings of the ‘national monar-

chy’ of Philip II’s Macedon. 

 However, by the time roman kaisareia came to be developed, the palace 

of Philip at aegae had been destroyed. There must, then, have been surviving 

Hellenistic Greek buildings to inspire caesar and his successors. Hellenistic 

palaces are described and illustrated by nielsen. The larger of the two palaces 

built by eumenes of Pergamon in the second century BC and identified by 

nielsen as a ‘public or state palace’ combines features of the palace at aegae 

with the public functions seen in the early imperial structures.8 However, a 

striking example is offered by the monumental colonnaded court excavated 

at Hermopolis Magna in egypt. This contained a temple built in 246–221 bc 

and dedicated by the Greek military garrison to the then ruler Ptolemy III 

and his sister-wife Berenice, descendants of alexander’s general Ptolemy I.9 It 

is also worth noting the Macedonian interest in Hermopolis, where Philip III 

arrhidaeos built a monumental portico in egyptian style within the sanctuary 

of Thoth.10 Given  that the earliest and most illustrious kaisareion we know of 

was developed by Julius caesar in cleopatra’s alexandria, the Ptolemaic rulers 

of egypt are likely agents of transmission of the functional ideas expressed in 

the basileion of Philip II to the kaisareia of early imperial rome.


